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The inside story of Chicago, one of the most successful and enduring rock bands
ever With their distinctive blending of soulful rock and horn-infused urban jazz,
Chicago has thrilled music fans for more than forty years with their lyrical
brilliance. In this no-holds-barred memoir, legendary rocker Danny Seraphine
shares his dramatic—and often shocking—experiences as the popular
supergroup's cofounder and longtime drummer. He reveals behind-the-scenes
anecdotes about Chicago’s beginnings as the house band at Los Angeles's
legendary Whisky A Go Go, where they were discovered by music icons Janis
Joplin and Jimi Hendrix, and personal insights about the group’s many
comebacks and reinventions over the years. Offers a lively inside account of the
music and history of the perennially popular band Chicago, one of the most
successful American bands ever with over 122 million albums sold, by the
band’s cofounder and longtime drummer Danny Seraphine Includes riveting
tales and rare photographs from Seraphine's time on the road touring with
performers including Dennis and Carl Wilson of the Beach Boys, Janis Joplin,
Jimi Hendrix, and Bruce Springsteen Candidly tackles many rumors about
Chicago, including Mafia ties, accounting and payola scandals, and major drug
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abuse Discusses the mysterious circumstances surrounding Seraphine's 1990
firing from the band as well as his comeback with his critically acclaimed new
band, California Transit Authority Whether you're a diehard Chicago fan or just
love a well-told rock-and-roll memoir, Street Player will entertain and surprise
you.
Created for drumset players who find themselves in a creative rut, this book and
audio package easily breaks down the mystery behind subdivisions, rhythmic
modulation, rhythmic scales and beat displacement. The author makes the
transition from mathematics to musicality with an easy and systematic approach.
(Meredith Music Percussion). A collection of fifteen advanced musical duets for
performance during recitals, examinations, "chamber music" portions of band and
orchestra concerts, solo and ensemble festivals or simply as a means of
developing musicianship and ensemble skills. The CD included with this volume
allows either part to be played together or individually. (a
href="http://youtu.be/a2ysLVL-dnM" target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube
video on Recital Duets for Snare Drum(/a)
Claus Hessler's Camp Duty Update examines the history of rudimental drumming
in Europe and the United States, offering in-depth background information about
the various stages of its development. To support the text, the book features
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traditional musical pieces that can be considered milestones of drumming---some
dating back 200 years or more---along with contemporary interpretations of the
songs. The accompanying CD provides MP3s of full performance and play-along
tracks of the songs at varying speeds, and the appendices in the back of the
book include rudimental exercises and reference material. An innovative
approach to the study of rudiments, Camp Duty Update presents drummers with
a comprehensive understanding of the essential elements in their musical
language.
The lessons in Rhythm and Drumming Demystified (R.A.D.D.) utilize a process of
adapting the rudiments---and the countless variations and grooves they
spawn---to the framework of five systems of common rhythmic figures, as a
means to increase one's control and flexibility with any sticking or time-feel. The
book also contains a groundbreaking system for using the voice to develop one's
"internal clock." By using this system, drummers can improve their groove by
learning to generate time with their mind and allow their body to simply be a
conduit between their perception of the time and its manifestation on the
drumset.
(Meredith Music Percussion). A unique text providing information on the
background, selection and fundamental performance techniques for 17
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accessory instruments including wood block, claves, antique cymbals. temple
blocks, cabasa, castanets and more. It also provides skill development exercises
that cover the essential techniques for each instrument and, includes a list of
selected literature from the band and orchestra repertoire. Each musical exercise
includes a description of the technique being taught as well as a clear,
instructional diagram.
Lucien Cailliet's concert band arrangement for Richard Wagner's Elsa'a
Procession to the Cathedral maintains the timeless elegance that has made this
piece a standard. (5: 57)
Forewords by David Hebel, Founder & CEO, Digital Juice, Inc. and Steve Weiss,
Partner, Zacuto Do you want to stand out in today’s competitive wedding,
corporate, and event video markets? To be paid what you’re worth for the
creative work you produce? To find an extra two hours a day to pursue your
passion? To get out from under the backlog of unfinished projects? If the answer
is “yes,” then this book was written for you. Read a few pages and you’ll find the
authors’ unique approach to the business of video production is unlike what
you’ve heard or read before. With good humor, practical advice, and a healthy
dose of reality, Ron and Tasra Dawson show you how to get your business on
track and transform it into the one of your dreams. The result is increased
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creativity, financial gain, less stress, and more time and energy to pursue the
projects you are truly passionate about. You’ll learn to: Reclaim 525 work hours
per year with one simple strategy Implement action items you can use today to
start getting paid what you’re worth Assess and transform your current sales and
marketing Design a powerful brand experience to amaze your clients and turn
them into company evangelists Supercharge your marketing with social media
like Twitter, Facebook, and blogs Break into commercial video production for
year-round profits You can also network and stay up-to-date at the companion
Web site, bladeronner.com. Click the ReFocus link. ”Ron and Tasra will help you
move mountains in your business.” —Lance Gray, CEO, PixelPops Design, LLC
”I know how busy we all can get, but if you read this book and apply the
information, it will turn your world around.” —David Robin, David Robin Films
With over 850 rudimental patterns, Encyclopedia Rudimentia is the largest and
most comprehensive resource on rudimental drumming ever compiled. There are
hundreds more historical, international, and hybrid rudiments in this book than in
any other percussive resource to date. Use the Encyclopedia to reference
rudiments from all 4 of the world's leading rudimental cultures, Ancient AngloAmerican Fife and Drum, Swiss Basler Trommeln, Scotch Pipe Band Drumming,
and DCI Hybrid Drumming plus learn unique examples from the German, Dutch,
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and French military styles. Learn from the 19th century masters on both sides of
the Atlantic, including Hazeltine, Ashworth, Potter, Hart, Strube, Bruce & Emmett,
Sousa, and Rumrille & Holton. Then, see how interpretations changed in the 20th
Century with master teachers like Wilcoxon and Moeller. Go further beyond the
normal rudiments with nearly 550 DCI Hybrid Rudiments that stretch right into the
21st century. This is the largest single collection of Hybrids in print today. Finally,
compare the Anglo-American experience with that of 5 other European countries
with exotic rudiments rarely seen in the USA (and never all in one place). Inform
your orchestral interpretations, enhance your chops, broaden your international
and historical drumming context, and load up on new and exciting rhythms for
fills, grooves, and solos on the drum set with a nearly endless supply of practice
material. Encyclopedia Rudimentia will stay in your practice routine for years to
come.
Featuring four-time solo snare drumming world champion Jeff Queen, this DVD
presents a comprehensive approach to contemporary rudimental drumming.
Presented here are essential hand techniques ranging from the fundamentals to
a detailed analysis of the Moeller Technique and Velocity Stroke. Jeff
demonstrates how to apply these techniques to flams, diddles, rolls, and hybrid
rudiments, and talks about timing, buzz roll control and more. Also provided is
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invaluable information on solo construction and achieving speed, plus many
backsticking and stick trick ideas. The book/DVD package includes Jeff's
acclaimed text, The Next Level. Recommended for intermediate to advanced
marching, drum set and concert drummers. (Hudson Music)
Rick demonstrates the rhythms and exercises from his best-selling book
Advanced Funk Studies. The video includes discussion and playing of
introductory exercises, hi-hat patterns, hi-hat openings, combination exercises, fill
patterns and more. A truly educational video on funk drumming. Booklet included.
(80 min.)
If you are a drummer looking to expand your knowledge of musical styles,
Survival Guide For The Modern Drummer is the book for you. From pop to
country, metal to jazz and Latin to Motown, Jim Riley (drummer and musical
director for Rascal Flatts) has crammed his considerable stage and studio
experience into this amazing resource. The book includes 124 play-along tracks
which were meticulously recorded with just the right musicians for each recording
creating an authentic and inspiring library. Tempo software and audio
performance of each of the 318 grooves are also included making learning these
grooves even easier. From beginner to advanced, this book truly has something
for everyone. If you dream of taking your drumming to the next level, Survival
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Guide for the Modern Drummer is the book that can help you make that a reality.
For the first time, groove tracks are now downloadable, so you'll have everything
you need in one place.
Voted No. 1 Educational Book in the 2008 Modern Drummer Reader's Poll!
Voted No. 1 Book in the 2008 DRUM! Reader's Poll! This must-have guide for
drummers provides insight into the history and development of a wide selection
of genres, including funk, alternative/punk rock, metal, progressive rock, classic
rock, jam band, fusion, jazz, and reggae, and explores the legendary drummers
that affected each style. This book will lead you through the styles, licks, and
grooves that made each artist famous, with insight into their approaches, the
gear they used, the bands they played in, and the drummers who influenced
them. The easy-to-follow lessons delve into authentic transcriptions of 85
infamous beats and solos from songs by Led Zeppelin, The Who, Rush,
Metallica, The Police, Dream Theater, and others. Dozens of amazing photos are
featured as well as a listing of essential recordings. All the beats and solos that
are presented in the book are performed on the accompanying CD. Book
includes: * Insight into the history and development of Funk, Alternative/Punk
Rock, Metal, Progressive Rock, Classic Rock, Jam Band, Fusion, Jazz, and
Reggae---plus a listing of essential recordings for each genre * An audio CD
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containing all the beats and solos presented in the book * Dozens of amazing
photos * 250 pages! *****Drummers include: * Travis Barker * Carlton Barrett *
Carter Beauford * Jason Bittner * John Bonham * Danny Carey * Billy Cobham *
Tr? Cool * Stewart Copeland * Lowell "Sly" Dunbar * Jon Fishman * Mickey Hart *
Topper Headon * Bill Kreutzmann * Gene Krupa * Joseph "Zigaboo" Modeliste *
Keith Moon * Vinnie Paul * Neil Peart * Mike Portnoy * Buddy Rich * Max Roach *
Chad Smith * John "Jabo" Starks * Ringo Starr * Clyde Stubblefield * Lars Ulrich *
Dave Weckl * Tony Williams . . .
Miscellaneous Percussion Music - Mixed Levels
(Book). This is the second installment in the Modern Drummer Legends series. It
includes Alex's 1983, 1993, and 2008 Modern Drummer cover stories along with
transcriptions of classic Van Halen tracks, beats, and fills. It also includes a
survey of the evolution of his famous live drumkits as well as a deep dive into his
unique snare sound and an exclusive brand-new 2020 interview.
"Intellectual property" - patents and copyrights - have become controversial. We
witness teenagers being sued for "pirating" music - and we observe AIDS
patients in Africa dying due to lack of ability to pay for drugs that are high priced
to satisfy patent holders. Are patents and copyrights essential to thriving creation
and innovation - do we need them so that we all may enjoy fine music and good
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health? Across time and space the resounding answer is: No. So-called
intellectual property is in fact an "intellectual monopoly" that hinders rather than
helps the competitive free market regime that has delivered wealth and
innovation to our doorsteps. This book has broad coverage of both copyrights
and patents and is designed for a general audience, focusing on simple
examples. The authors conclude that the only sensible policy to follow is to
eliminate the patents and copyright systems as they currently exist.
Voted second on Modern Drummer's list of 25 Greatest Drum Books in 1993,
Progressive Steps to Syncopation for the Modern Drummer is one of the most
versatile and practical works ever written for drums. Created exclusively to
address syncopation, it has earned its place as a standard tool for teaching
beginning drummers syncopation and strengthening reading skills. This book
includes many accented eighths, dotted eighths and sixteenths, eighth-note
triplets and sixteenth notes for extended solos. In addition, teachers can develop
many of their own examples from it.
In this heartfelt memoir, six-time Grammy Award-winning artist and star of WE
TV’s reality hitBraxton Family Values, Toni Braxton writes about her personal life
decisions and their impact on her health, family and career. While Braxton
appears to be living a gilded life—selling 60 million records, appearing in sold-out
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Las Vegas performances and hit shows like Dancing with the Stars, and starring
in her own reality series—hers is in fact a tumultuous story, a tale of triumph over
a life filled with obstacles, including two bankruptcy filings. The mother of an
autistic child, Braxton long feared that her son’s condition might be karmic
retribution for earlier life choices, some of which will shock fans. But when heart
ailments began plaguing her at the age of 41 and she was diagnosed with Lupus,
Braxton knew she had to move beyond the self-recrimination and take charge of
her own healing. Intensely honest and deeply inspirational, Unbreak My Heart is
the never-before-told story of the measures Braxton took to make herself and her
family whole again.
Georg Kopprasch was born sometime before 1800, pursued a career as a horn
player at least until 1832, and composed two sets of horn etudes which includes
this set of 60 etudes, Op. 6. Most of the etudes focus on technical problems
relating to the high range of the Horn.
All 26 of the Standard American Drum Rudiments, their variations and a number
of compound rudiments are used here to establish the countless possibilities
which present themselves within the bounds of the drumming rudiments. The
interesting library contains titles such as: * Stomping Through the Bar Line *
Gingersnap * Ruffing Up a Storm * No Left Flam 6/8
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Military history has established that musical units are an integral part of the
Marine Corps (Appendix A). Marine Corps Bands are an important stimulus to
morale and esprit de corps and provide the Commanding General, and the unit, a
vital link to ceremonial traditions. In combat, musical units continue musical
functions and augment security on a temporary basis during periods of
heightened combat intensity when use of the band in its primary role is
impractical.
(Book). If you ever needed proof that a magazine can have a love affair with a
musician, you're holding it in your hands. For DownBeat , the preeminent
publication of the jazz world, Miles Dewey Davis was one of its most cherished
subjects. Since it began covering the jazz scene in 1939, no other artist has been
more diligently chronicled in its pages than Davis. The beauty of this collection is
seeing the development of an artist over time. The reviews of his music go from
quietly introducing a new talent to revering, perhaps, the greatest jazz artist of his
generation. The feature articles begin with a very young, very polite Davis
lamenting, "I've worked so little. I could probably tell you where I was playing any
night in the last three years." As he develops, the interviews show Davis gaining
confidence and stature, showing swagger and becoming the over-the-top, say-itlike-it-is showman that made every interview an event. The Miles Davis Reader
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compiles more than 200 news stories, feature articles, and reviews by some of
the greatest writers in jazz into one volume. It delivers a patchwork of his words
and music in the moment, as they happened. With several lengthy features
added along with a dozen new photographs, this new edition is a beautiful series
of snapshots, a year-by-year ride through the many phases of Davis as an artist
and as a man.
(Meredith Music Resource). Meredith Music's "Rehearsing the Band" series
features books that provide a huge "room" where everyone can gather to ask
questions on all aspects of rehearsing and isten to the answers from the experts.
This High School Band volume includes chapters by Greg Bimm, Bill Eicher,
David Gorham, Roy Holder, Gary Markham, Richard Saucedo, Tom Shine, Paula
Thornton, Frank Troyka, David W. Vandewalker, and Bill Watson.
Robin - Notebook Journal - College Ruled Paper (Lined Paper) - Paperback
Cover - 6 x 9 Inches - 100 pages - Ideal for jotting down notes and reflections
(Book). Exploring technique, history, musicality and instrumental details, this
book covers every aspect of the major drummers of the classic rock era: Keith
Moon (The Who), Ian Paice (Deep Purple), Bill Ward (Black Sabbath), John
Bonham (Led Zeppelin), Stewart Copeland (The Police) and Mick Fleetwood
(Fleetwood Mac), among others. Each drummer's standout tracks are here in
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detail: choice of notes, how the parts strengthened and supported the music, and
lasting influences on the drummers of today and music at large. The
accompanying audio features sound samples of the styles of the profiled
drummers. Includes historically accurate drum equipment setups.
From the New York Times best-selling author and host of Hidden Brain comes a
thought-provoking look at the role of self-deception in human flourishing. Selfdeception does terrible harm to us, to our communities, and to the planet. But if it
is so bad for us, why is it ubiquitous? In Useful Delusions, Shankar Vedantam
and Bill Mesler argue that, paradoxically, self-deception can also play a vital role
in our success and well-being. The lies we tell ourselves sustain our daily
interactions with friends, lovers, and coworkers. They can explain why some
people live longer than others, why some couples remain in love and others
don’t, why some nations hold together while others splinter. Filled with powerful
personal stories and drawing on new insights in psychology, neuroscience, and
philosophy, Useful Delusions offers a fascinating tour of what it really means to
be human.
A collection of pieces from the Baroque music period arranged for marimba solo.
(Book). The Ludwig Book by Rob Cook is the definitive business and historical
guide to this legendary drum manufacturer. Includes dozens of interviews, a
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64-page color section, a dating guide including every catalogued Ludwig snare
drum and outfit, and a handy CD-ROM. Interview sections include the top
executives from Ludwig's heyday in the 1960s: Karl Dustman, Frank Baxpehler
and Dick Schory, as well as todays leaders: William F. Ludwig III, Todd Trent and
Jim Catalano. There are also special segments on Ludwig Electronics, Phase II,
and detailed sections about the gear used by famous drummers such as John
Bonham and Ringo Starr.
Drumset 101 is a contemporary approach to playing the drums by veteran authors Dave Black
and Steve Houghton. Inside, aspiring drummers will find in-depth, easy-to-understand
introductions to such topics as groove patterns, snare drum & bass drum independence, and
drum fills in context. The book contains written charts for every tune, and a play-along CD with
40 multi-stylistic tracks that can be used to strengthen time keeping, improve ensemble
playing, clarify phrasing and expand the player's knowledge of styles.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this book
describes the social security regime in Slovenia. It conveys a clear working knowledge of the
legal mechanics affecting health care, employment injuries and occupational diseases,
incapacity to work, pensions, survivors’ benefits, unemployment benefits and services, and
family benefits. The analysis covers the field of application, conditions for entitlement,
calculation of benefits, financing, the institutional framework, and relevant law enforcement and
controls. Allowances for retirees, employees, public sector workers, the self-employed, and the
handicapped are all clearly explained, along with full details of claims, adjudication procedures,
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and appeals. Succinct yet eminently practical, the book will be a valuable resource for lawyers
handling social security matters in Slovenia. It will be of practical utility to those both in public
service and private practice called on to develop and to apply social security law and policy,
and of special interest as a contribution to the comparative study of social security systems.
Neil Peart invited 18 of the world's most respected drummers to record an album as the
ultimate tribute to Bernard "Buddy" Rich. This video series was shot during those Burning for
Buddy sessions. It contains preparations for the recording, final takes, interviews with the
drummers about Buddy, candid footage of the control room during playback, and more, all tied
together by Neil Peart's beautiful commentary. Part Four features Marvin "Smitty" Smith, David
Garibaldi, Simon Phillips, Gregg Bissonette and Dave Weckl. (61 min.)
Traditions are important. Especially in the South. College football. Rivalries. Tailgating.
Halftime shows. Some things just don't change. Until Reese Holland shows up with her long
legs and no-bullshit attitude to audition for the prestigious all-male Rodner University snare
line. It doesn't matter how much hazing she has to endure from Laird Bronson, with his
narrowed green eyes and arrogant smirk. She wants that damn spot, and she's more than
good enough to earn it. She expects there to be tension. Even friction. But not sparks hot
enough to burn the entire campus down.
The Breathing Gym DVD features authors Sam Pilafian and Patrick Sheridan teaching many of
the exercises found in The Breathing Gym book. A moving picture is worth more than a
thousand words, and this motivational DVD allows teachers and students to see and hear the
exercises.
Learn from the master! Drumset Essentials, Volume 3. World-famous performer and educator
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Peter Erskine takes you step-by-step through fundamental concepts, techniques and exercises
that will greatly improve your drumming.
(Meredith Music Percussion). A source book of original graduated reading studies for
band/orchestra placement, grading, sight reading, regional/state auditions, teacher training
classes and supplementary lesson material. Contains a wide variety of meters, keys,
dynamics, tempi and rhythms. An evaluation chart for each instrument is included. (a
href="http://youtu.be/Y-9Dm3cPsmE" target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube video on
Audition Etudes(/a)
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